**Road Mark**

**Street Marking Paint**

**Paint, 3, UN1263, PGII**

---

**Directions**

To insure maximum efficiency and economy please follow these instructions for ROAD MARK:

---A hot sunny day is best for application

---A clean, dry surface allow the street marking paint to get full adhesion plus a quick dry and longer service.

---Apply when traffic is light, if possible

---Cars may be driven over ROAD MARK without "pick up" when ROADMARK is applied under favorable conditions.

---When ROAD MARK is allowed longer drying time the results are greater resistance and durability.

**Coverage:** At 15 mils wet thickness ROAD MARK will cover 110 sq. ft. (320' x 4")

Thinning depends on the method of application and the type of marking machine; we suggest trying ROAD MARK in its original form at the start. If it does not flow freely, adding a pint + of V.M. & P. Naphtha to the gallon will make it more free flowing.

---

**Caution**

Please refer to the MSDS sheets for more detailed precautionary measures, handling instructions and emergency procedures.

Flammable liquid: avoid storage or use near extreme heat or sources of ignition. Vapor accumulation may flash and/or explode due to buildup of pressure during fire conditions - use water spray to keep containers cool. "Empty" containers will retain product residues - do not cut, weld, pressurize, expose to open flames or other ignition sources. Vapors heavier than air may travel along ground and be ignited by sources of ignition distant from vapor source.

Contains: Aliphatic Hydrocarbon CAS #64742-89-8 and Chlorinated Paraffin CAS #61788-76-9 can cause irritation to eyes and skin. Avoid contact by wearing protective clothing and washing thoroughly after using. Avoid inhalation of vapors - use only with adequate ventilation. Do not take internally.

---

**Notice**

Storage of this product in cold or freezing weather may cause it to thicken or separate. This will not harm its performance. Before using, allow it to warm to room temperature and stir thoroughly.

---

**First Aid**

**Eyes:** flush with copious amounts of water lifting lids and removing contact lenses to ensure complete irrigation - get medical attention.

**Skin:** flush with water and then wash with soap and water - get medical attention if irritation persists.

**Inhalation:** remove to fresh air and assist breathing as necessary - get medical attention.

**Ingestion:** DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING - aspiration of material into lungs can be harmful or fatal - get medical attention immediately.

---

**Hmis Symbol**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Flammability</th>
<th>Reactivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hmis**

Severe: 4 - Extreme
Serious: 3 - High
Moderate: 2 - Moderate
Slight: 1 - Slight
Minimal: 0 - Insignificant

**Nfpa Symbol**

Fire: 3 - Reactivity
Toxicity: 2 - Special